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Abstract
The two mechanisms involved in the growth of (00.1) GaN HVPE have been
deduced from the numerous experiments performed on (001) GaAs by the
chloride method. They include a desorption of adsorbed Cl as HCl by H2 for the
first mechanism and a desorption of two Cl as GaCl3 by GaCl for the second one.
Theoretical curves have been computed by taking into account the interactions
between the mass transfer, approximated by a simple model, the parasitic GaN
deposition and the kinetics. They give a good approximation to the expected
and observed growth rate values. A new domain of growth experimentally
observed in conditions of expected fast etching by HCl ensures growth rates of
50–60 µm h−1 without parasitic GaN deposit by using a suitable temperature
profile. This profile is computed by considering a combined mechanism of Cl
desorption by GaCl as GaCl2 and of etching by HCl. The produced GaCl2 has
to be supposed to be decomposed fast with respect to the mass transfer velocity.
Its formation rate in the vapour phase has to be supposed to be very slow with
respect to the reverse reaction. These assumptions are in agreement with the
difficulty of observing this species and the well known doubt of its existence.

1. Introduction

HVPE has played an important historical role in that it was the first [1] and, until the early
eighties, the only method for growing epitaxial layers of gallium nitride [2–8]. The advantage
of this technique was to grow thick buffer layers at high growth rates on available substrates.
So, when in the nineties the GaN applications appeared interesting to be developed, HVPE
came back [9–12] for its ability to grow thick GaN films without too many defects at relatively
low cost. Hexagonal GaN thick layers have been widely obtained on sapphire substrates and
cubic GaN has been grown on (001) GaAs [13–15]. The best quality of the epilayers has been
achieved by coalescence of selectively grown GaN on patterned SiO2 masks [16–19]. Free
standing GaN substrates have been prepared for the first time by Kim et al [20] and Melnik
et al [21]. In spite of the thermodynamic and mass spectrometry analysis [3, 4, 22, 23] and of
the fluid dynamic studies [24, 25] performed, the intricate processes involved in this growth
technique were not well understood. Our first objective has been to improve this understanding
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experimentally and by modelling. The results we obtained are developed in this paper. The
high values of the growth rate with respect to the values observed when the growth process
is only limited by the mass transfer, such as MOCVD, is to be related to an effect of the
kinetics. When kinetics values are more than 10 µm h−1 the effect of mass transfer increases
with the kinetics values. When low growth rate values are observed, as in InN [26–29],
this does not necessarily mean a mass transfer limited process as in MOCVD. It can come
from the thermodynamics of the system. The complexity of the physics involved explains
the large variation of growth rates observed by changing the experimental parameters and the
reactor geometry. The understanding of these systems first requires systematic experimental
studies then their modelling. This has been done with the {001} GaAs epitaxy by the chloride
method and the (00.1) GaN HVPE. As these two systems give a complementary and coherent
understanding of the involved physics we will focus this paper on the physics deduced from
the modelling. In the next part we present the relations between the epitaxy of {001} GaAs and
(00.1) GaN then the two growth mechanisms involved in these two processes. The effects of
mass transfer and parasitic GaN deposition are presented and discussed in the third part. The
experimental results we obtained in expected conditions of fast etching by HCl are presented
in the fourth part with their modelling, preceding a discussion and the conclusion.

2. Relations between the {001} GaAs and (00.1) GaN epitaxy

The growth rates of III–V compounds deposited by HVPE or the chloride methods generally
present an increasing then a decreasing part with decreasing substrate temperature. Shaw
[30–32] was the first scientist to measure systematically the growth rate of GaAs on {001},
{111}A, {111}B and {110} substrates, with hydrogen as carrier gas and by using the chloride
method, as a function of temperature and, for {001} substrates, as a function of the GaCl
partial pressure. He was the first to show that a Langmuir GaCl adsorption isotherm could
explain the decreasing part of the experimental curves with decreasing substrate temperature.
Later we showed [33, 34] that a term of lateral interaction between GaCl adsorbed molecules
had to be considered to explain the slight decrease of the GaAs growth rate observed at low
temperature, by increasing the GaCl partial pressure. A first model assuming an adsorption
of GaCl followed by a Cl desorption by hydrogen was elaborated to compute the growth rate.
This desorption mechanism is labelled the H2 mechanism. Surface diffusion was introduced
and computed by fitting the experimental measures of Hollan et al [35–37] as a function of
the substrate orientation, and of Gentner et al [38, 39] on 6◦ off {001} GaAs substrates, carried
out at atmospheric and reduced pressures in hydrogen and helium. A second mechanism was
evidenced by the possibility to grow in He by the chloride method, therefore without H2. This
mechanism appeared in H2 at low temperature and high AsCl3 molar fraction values. The
GaCl surface coverage value computed in the H2 mechanism was close to one just before the
appearance of this second mechanism. A desorption mechanism of two adsorbed chlorine
atoms by GaCl in GaCl3 was therefore considered with an intermediate GaCl3 adsorption step
[40]. This mechanism is labelled the GaCl3 mechanism.

The only experimental curves available for computing the model parameters in the GaN
HVPE system were the (00.1) curves reported by Seifert et al [8]. In hydrogen as well as in
helium the decreasing part of the growth rate as a function of the reverse temperature was also
observed. Furthermore the coaxial arrangement of the gas inlet tubes and the orientation of the
substrate with respect to the flow, prevented from extraneous deposition on the quartz walls
before the substrate. The measured growth rates reached very high values with respect to the
highest values reported in recent years, 800 µm h−1 against 100–120 µm h−1 [41, 42]. This
large value difference indicates an important effect of the mass transfer and of the parasitic
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GaN deposition, always observed on the quartz walls in most of the reactors. Therefore most
of the results published in the last ten years could not be used to understand and model the
(00.1) GaN HVPE.

The {001} GaAs model has therefore been applied to the (00.1) GaN HVPE. Its parameters
have been deduced from the two experimental curves of Seifert et al [8]. With respect to the
GaAs model we have added an intermediate HCl adsorption step as suggested by the quantum
chemical study of Seifert et al [43]. The GaN adsorption surface coverage has no longer
been overlooked. Furthermore an adsorption of NH3 with an adsorption energy value of
−24.8 kcal mol−1 has been considered. Such an adsorption was reported to occur in MOCVD
[44], but the experimental data were not clearly reported as a function of the NH3 partial
pressure. We have therefore considered an NH3 adsorption energy value which could be in
agreement with the MOCVD results without being competitive in the HVPE process.

3. Growth mechanisms

The surface process of the model involves therefore the adsorption of NH3 molecules, the
adsorption of N atoms resulting from NH3 decomposition, then the adsorption of GaCl
molecules over the N atoms and finally the chlorine desorption.

Two desorption mechanisms of chlorine are considered, desorption in HClg molecules
following a surface reaction with H2g leading to an intermediate HCl adsorption state, and
desorption in GaCl3g molecules following an absorption of GaCl on two GaCl underlying
molecules, according to the reactions

2NGaCl + H2g ⇔ 2NGa–ClH (1)

NGa–ClH ⇔ NGa + HClg (2)

2NGaCl + GaClg ⇔ 2NGa–GaCl3 (3)

2NGa–GaCl3 ⇔ 2NGa + GaCl3g (4)

where g subscript is used for gas phase species.
The surface adsorption state is approached by applying the Bragg–Williams approximation

to a one-monolayer model of adsorption on a (00.1) Ga plane. The surface coverage θv of the
Ga plane, labelled as V , free for the NH3 adsorption, is then expressed

θv = 1 −
∑
i �=v

θi = 1 − θNH3 − θN − θNGaCl − θHCl − θGaCl3 − θNGa (5)

where the admolecules NGa–ClH and 2NGa–GaCl3 are denoted HCl and GaCl3. θi is the
surface coverage of the molecule i.

The two overall reactions corresponding to the two growth mechanisms are

V + NH3g + GaClg ⇔ NGa + HClg + H2g (6)

2V + 2NH3g + 3GaClg ⇔ 2NGa + GaCl3g + 3H2g. (7)

The GaCl3 formation reaction in the gas phase is

GaClg + 2HClg ⇔ GaCl3g + H2g. (8)

The θv surface coverage is computed by considering the surface–vapour equilibrium at a
distance of the steps much larger than the diffusion mean free paths of adsorbed molecules.
The growth rate is the product of the surface diffusion term by the maximal velocity, VGmax ,
reached for a distance between steps much lower than the double of the diffusion mean free
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paths. The VGMax expressions in the H2 and GaCl3 mechanisms are expressed

VGMaxH2 = 0.933 57θv
Ns

√
2πmHClkT

PHClγ αHCl exp

(
−εHCl +�ε

kT

)
(9)

VGMaxGaCl3 = 2
0.933 57θv

Ns
√

2πmGaCl3
P eGaCl3

[
(1 + γ )2 − PGaCl3

P eGaCl3

]
αGaCl3 exp

(
− εGaCl3 + 2�ε

kT

)
.

(10)

The preexponential terms include the θv surface coverage, the Pi partial pressures, the
relative supersaturation and the mass and the condensation coefficient of the HClg molecule
in (9) and of the GaCl3g molecule in (10). k is the Boltzmann constant,Ns the number of GaN
molecules per unit area. εi is the activation energy term. P eGaCl3 is the homogeneous GaCl3g
equilibrium partial pressure. �ε is the difference between the potential energies of a GaN
molecule adsorbed on the surface and in a kink site. The following relations define the degree
of excess of the deposition reaction in the H2 and GaCl3 mechanism:

PNH3PGaCl

PH2PHClK6(T )
= 1 + γ (11)

P 2
NH3

P 3
GaCl

P 3
H2
PGaCl3K7(T )

= (1 + γ )2
P eGaCl3g

PGaCl3
(12)

with

P eGaCl3g = PGaClP
2
HCl

PH2K8(T )
. (13)

Ki(T ) is the equilibrium constant of the Ri reaction.
The relative supersaturation is defined as the degree of excess minus one. Its value is

positive in conditions of growth, equal to zero at vapour–crystal thermodynamic equilibrium
and negative in conditions of etching. Most of the GaN epitaxy experiments are carried out
at high relative supersaturation values, which explains the usual parasitic deposition observed
on the quartz walls. Therefore one of our first experimental objectives [45, 46] has been to
research the conditions of vapour-crystal equilibrium by adding HCl to the main flow in N2,
H2 and mixed N2/H2 gas carriers.

In the theoretical paper we published to describe the model [47] the GaCl3 partial pressure
was supposed to be in homogeneous equilibrium and the theoretical curves were computed
by overlooking the GaCl3 partial pressure value. Now the yield of GaCl3 formation can be
introduced in the software and the species balance equations take into account the GaCl3g
concentration.

The surface diffusion of NGa, NGaCl, NGaClH and NGaCl3 molecules is to be considered.
To simplify this intricate problem separate surface diffusion equations have been considered for
NGa and NGaCl molecules [47]. The NGaCl resident time has been supposed to be determined
by the evaporation frequency of GaCl, in order to include the resident time of HCl or GaCl3
molecules. The NGa resident time has been deduced from the frequency of chlorination of
NGa by HCl in the H2 mechanism and by GaCl3 in the GaCl3 mechanism. This approach gives
a variation of the growth rate with the misorientation angle with respect to (00.1) similar to the
variation measured by Hollan et al [35–37]. The only parameters are the diffusion activation
energies of NGaCl and NGa molecules. In the H2 mechanism Pimpinelli et al have solved
the actual diffusion equations of the GaAs model that has not considered the HCl intermediate
step [48].

As detailed in [47] the reactions of GaCl adsorption over adsorbed N atoms and two
adsorbed GaCl molecules, and the reactions of HCl and GaCl3 adsorption on adsorbed NGa
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molecules, have been expressed with the classical form:

αi
Pi√

2πmikT
exp

(
− εi

kT

)
(14)

where αi is the condensation coefficient and αi the activation energy of adsorption.
This form assumes that the molecule to be adsorbed is located over a potential energy

barrier of height εi with the same number of degrees of freedom as the gaseous molecule
but the translation of degree of freedom located over the barrier. The surface sites where the
molecule is to be adsorbed are supposed to have their energy and vibration states unchanged.
The corresponding activated molecule may be more complex; the difference between its
entropy and the entropy involved in (14) is only included in the condensation coefficient
if the activation potential energy is known, which is not the case. In the relations (9) and (10)
εai = εi−kT logαi is then the apparent activation energy of chlorination of NGa molecules by
HCl or GaCl3 gaseous molecules. The only model parameters to be determined are then εaH2 ,
εaGaCl3 , �ε and the adsorption energies of GaCl, HCl and GaCl3 molecules from the vapour.
The adsorption energy, εadi , of an i molecule is defined as the difference between the potential
energies of the adsorbed and vapour molecules. The vibration term per degree of freedom of
adsorbed molecules have been considered as the same as the GaN one. The vibration degree of
freedom of GaN has been deduced by fitting the equilibrium curves versus 1/T of the reaction
(6), calculated with the thermodynamic data [49] and with the partition functions.

The parameter values computed by fitting the theoretical and the Seifert [8] curves are
εadHCl = −63.54 kcal mol−1, εadGaCl = −130.46 − 8.14θGaCl − 9.768θGaCl3 kcal mol−1

εadGaCl3 = −71.49 − 9.768θGaCl kcal mol−1, �ε = 8.737 kcal mol−1

εaHCl = 11.32 − 1.98572T log(64.7 exp(1.01 × 10−2(1223 − T ))) kcal mol−1

εaGaCl3 = 7.74 − 1.98572T log(2.6 × 104 exp(6.5 × 10−3(1230 − T ))) kcal mol−1.
The differences between these values computed by taking into account the GaCl3g

concentration and the values reported in [47] are small.
The activation potential energy of GaN and NGaCl surface diffusion, 39.7 kcal mol−1,

and the ledge energy of the critical 2D nucleus of the spiral growth, 51.3 kcal mol−1, have not
been changed with respect to the values published in [47].

4. Research on the mass transfer and parasitic nucleation effects

When the degrees of excess of the deposition reactions are high, the ratios between the relative
supersaturations and the corresponding degrees of excess are very close to one. The kinetics
are then proportional to the vacant surface site coverage, to the source species concentrations
and to the reverse of the hydrogen concentration as deduced from (9)–(13). The equilibrium
constants, the activation terms and the value of θv mainly govern the kinetic variations with the
substrate temperature. The H2 concentration in neutral gas transport systems mainly depends
on the rates of NH3 decomposition and of hydrogen produced by the GaN parasitic deposition
before the substrate, and on the mass transfer. The mass transfer reduces the partial pressures
of the source species and increases the partial pressures of the produced species. These two
effects can induce an H2 mechanism in a neutral gas carrier. The mass of GaN deposited before
the substrate can reduce the degrees of excess up to a value close to one if high. The mass
transfer effect detailed in [47] is approached by considering a diffusion layer thickness equal to
the velocity gradient thickness of an established Poiseuille regime, providing that the substrate
is parallel to the flow and that the total flow is not too low. When the substrate makes an angle
with respect to the horizontal plane, the mass transfer effect can be approached by varying
the wall–substrate distance. Such an approach does not replace the fluid dynamic study for
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Figure 1. Experimental growth rates in µm h−1 measured by Seifert et al [8] in H2 and He as
carrier gas, on substrates 3◦ misoriented from the (00.1) orientation, are represented by full circles
and empty triangles. The kinetics and the growth rates computed with the mass transfer and wall–
substrate distances of 1.5 cm, without and with a parasitic GaN deposition of 2 g h−1 are drawn
as dashed curves 1, 2 and 3 in He and as full curves 4, 5 and 6 in H2. The dashed-dotted curve 7
shows the GaCl2–HCl mechanism in the conditions of curve 6.

optimizing the working conditions of a reactor. On the other hand a fluid dynamic study is
unable to determine the growth law, which is the boundary conditions to be known to solve
the fluid dynamic equations.

The mass transfer and parasitic deposition effects are illustrated in figures 1 and 2. The
experimental points measured by Seifert et al [8] in He and H2 atmospheres are reported as
empty triangles and full circles in figure 1. The dashed curves 1, 2 and 3 represent, in He, the
theoretical kinetic results, the curve computed by assuming a mass transfer corresponding to a
substrate–wall distance of 1.5 cm and the curve computed by adding a GaN parasitic deposition
of 2 g h−1 to this mass transfer. The full curves 4, 5 and 6 represent the same theoretical results
computed with H2 as gas carrier. In H2 atmosphere the growth rate increases slightly with 1/T
up to about 1220 K. At lower temperatures the kinetic slope arising from the surface saturation
by HCl and GaCl adsorptions appears progressively. The mass transfer effect reduces the
growth rate of about an order of magnitude for kinetic values higher than 100 µm h−1. The
adding GaN parasitic deposition cancels the γ supersaturation at 988 K. Above this temperature
value the GaN etching by HCl vapour molecules is expected, but the experiments we carried
out [50, 51] showed that growth rates up to 50 µm h−1 could be obtained in the HCl etching
field. The mechanism involved in this field is developed in the next section. The dashed–dotted
curve 7 draws the corresponding theoretical results. In He atmosphere the growth rate variation
with temperature is lower than in H2. This comes from the fact that the GaCl3 mechanism
requires a high GaCl surface coverage. By decreasing temperature the GaCl3 adsorption
replaces progressively the GaCl one without changing drastically the θV value. The H2 vapour
concentration enhancement resulting from the mass transfer effect induces the H2 mechanism at
temperatures higher than 1210 K. This transition point between the H2 and GaCl3 mechanisms
is shifted from 1210 K to 1120 K by adding a GaN parasitic deposition rate of 2 g h−1.
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Figure 2. Theoretical kinetics and growth rates taking into account the mass transfer and wall-
substrate distances of 1.5 cm are drawn as dashed and full lines, by considering no and parasitic
GaN deposition of 1 and 2 g h−1 before the substrate, as a function of the source HCl concentration
input. Parts 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the GaCl2–HCl, H2 and GaCl3 prevailing mechanisms. The
experimental conditions of Paskova et al [43], empty triangles, have been used.

The kinetic theoretical curves obtained in the experimental conditions of Paskova et al [52]
without and with parasitic deposition rates of 1 g h−1 and 2 g h−1 are drawn as dashed lines in
figure 2, as a function of the ratio of the Ga source HCl flow to the total flow. The H2 mechanism
prevailing field which appears only at values of this ratio lower than 0.0015 is extended up to to
0.015 then up to a value higher than 0.034 by adding a parasitic deposition rate of 1 g h−1 and
2 g h−1. The corresponding curves drawn by considering a substrate–wall distance of 1.5 cm
for the mass transfer are drawn as full lines. The H2 mechanism prevails over a value of 0.015
of the source HCl vapour concentration input. At 0.0034 and 0.0068 values the effect of the
GaN parasitic deposition cancels the relative supersaturation. By increasing the source HCl
concentration input beyond this point the growth rate increases drastically, becoming almost
constant. Parts 1, 2 and 3 of the 2 g h−1 full curve correspond to the mechanism developed
in the next section and to the H2 and GaCl3 mechanisms. The three experimental points are
reported as small triangles. The first point is located in a domain where the growth rate is
very sensitive to the GaN parasitic deposition rate and to the source HCl concentration input.
The second point is located in a domain where the growth rate is practically independent of
these experimental parameters, which is in agreement with the constant value observed by
the authors for different experiment times. The last point is the only one which seems to
correspond to the GaCl3 mechanism. The drastic change of the experimental slope can be
related to the H2–GaCl3 mechanism transition.

5. New mechanism of growth at γ negative values

5.1. Experimental results

The experimental research of the zero supersaturation point with H2 and N2 as gas carriers has
led us to find an unexpected new mechanism in a mixed N2/H2 gas carrier. The source, central
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Figure 3. In the experimental conditions reported in section 5 the measured growth rates are
represented by empty squares, as a function of the H2 concentration input. The theoretical results are
drawn as dashed curves for the H2, GaCl3 and GaCl2–HCl mechanisms. The prevailing mechanism,
GaCl3, H2 then GaCl2–HCl is drawn as a full curve. The mass transfer is taken into account with
wall–substrate distances of 1.5 cm.

and substrate zones were kept at 1123, 1293–1313 and 1253 K. In pure H2 or N2 systems
the zero growth rate point was obtained by adding HCl in the main flow, with a reasonable
accuracy, at the vapour-crystal equilibrium [50, 51]. In N2 the results suggested that the GaCl3
vapour concentration was below but not too far from its homogeneous equilibrium value, that
was around 10−3 atmosphere. The large amount of HCl added in the main flow, 200 sccm,
explains this high value. A parasitic GaN deposition was obtained even without growth on
GaN substrates, which probably comes from the times required for reaching the homogeneous
equilibrium GaCl3 vapour concentration. In H2 this problem was not encountered but if the
reduction of the relative supersaturation decreases effectively the parasitic GaN deposition it
also reduces the growth rate. Below a degree of excess of about 4 no growth occurs on sapphire
substrates.

In a range of N2/H2 mixing varying with the experimental conditions, the growth rate did
not depend on the added HCl flow and values of 50–60 µm h−1 could be obtained with very
negative values of the γ supersaturation, then in expected conditions of fast etching by HCl. A
first set of experiments were performed with 2000 sccm of N2, 300 sccm of NH3 and 20 sccm
of HCl mixed with 83 sccm of nitrogen on the gallium source and without additional HCl. The
hydrogen added in the main flow was varied from 0 to 2000 sccm, the total amount of the gas
carrier flow staying at a constant value of 2000 sccm. In the 0–650 sccm H2 flow range growth
and extraneous deposit upstream of the substrate were observed. For 800, 1000 and 2000 sccm
of H2 flows no growth parasitic deposit occurs. The experiments showed that the nucleation
critical relative supersaturation value of GaN was close to 4 on sapphire substrate and higher
than this value on quartz. Therefore there is a small domain of relative supersaturation values
available to get the highest possible growth rate with a reduced GaN parasitic deposition. This
domain seems not to exist with pure N2 as gas carrier.
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Figure 4. In the experimental conditions reported in section 5 the measured growth rates are
represented by empty squares, as a function of the additional HCl concentration input. The
theoretical results are drawn as dashed curves for the GaCl3 and H2 mechanisms. The prevailing
mechanism drawn in full curve is GaCl2–HCl. The mass transfer is taken into account with wall–
substrate distances of 1.5 cm.

A second set of experiments was performed with the same total and NH3 flows, HCl and
N2 flows on the gallium source, and with 20 sccm of additional HCl. The hydrogen added in
the main flow was varied from 0 sccm to 1200 sccm. The parasitic deposit observed in the
mixing zone decreased with increasing the flow of hydrogen, and finally almost disappeared for
500 sccm of hydrogen. The experimental points are reported and the growth rates, computed
in the H2 and GaCl3 mechanisms, are drawn as dashed lines in figure 3. The third theoretical
mechanism, labelled GaCl2–HCl, is also drawn as a dashed line. The prevailing mechanism
is drawn as a full line. The mass transfer was calculated with a substrate–wall distance of
1.5 cm. By increasing the H2 flow the theoretical curves show that the prevailing mechanism
is GaCl3 up to 30 sccm, then H2 up to 96 sccm and the third mechanism up to 1330 sccm, with
the total flow of 2403 sccm. The zero point of the γ relative supersaturation occurs with an
H2 flow value of 175 sccm, at the drop of the H2 and GaCl3 curves. At a H2 flow of 500 sccm,
γ = −0.63, the experimental growth rate reached a value of 60 µm h−1. Above 500 sccm
the growth rate measured on GaN substrates drastically drops. Its zero value is reached at
1330 sccm of H2.

A third set of experiments was performed at 500 sccm of H2 with additional HCl flow
values of 20, 30, 40, 60 and 65 sccm. The experimental points are reported and the growth
rates computed in the H2 and GaCl3 mechanisms are drawn as dashed lines in figure 4. At
40 sccm the growth rate value is 40 µm h−1 on GaN and 10 µm h−1 on sapphire substrates.
At 65 sccm the 10 µm h−1 value was measured on a GaN substrate. The zero γ value
corresponds to an additional HCl flow of 6.5 sccm. For 20, 30, 40 and 65 sccm the γ values
are −0.63, −0.75, −0.81 and −0.89. The theoretical GaCl2–HCl mechanism is drawn as a
full line.
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5.2. Third growth mechanism

The first computations made by using the software, without changing its parameter, reveals
that the drop of the growth rate at 1330 sccm of H2 comes from the etching by HCl. A new
dechlorination mechanism was to be considered and therefore its reverse reaction was also
to be taken into account. The criterion to select between the etching of NGa by the reverse
reaction of the new dechlorination mechanism and by HCl had to be the ratio between these
two etching fluxes. For values lower than one the combined mechanism with etching by HCl
had to be considered.

The theoretical curve matching the experimental points reported in Figure 3 at negative
γ values was obtained by considering a dechlorination of NGaCl by GaClg in GaCl2g and a
chlorination of NGa by HCl followed by H2g desorption for the reverse reaction. The involved
reactions are

NaGaCl + GaClg ⇒ NGa + GaCl2g (15)

NGa − HCl ⇐ NGa + HClg (16)

2NGaCl + H2g ⇐ 2NGa − HCl (17)

NGaCl + GaClg ⇐ NGa + GaCl2g (18)

and for the equilibrium vapour reaction

HClg + GaClg ⇐ GaCl2g + 1
2 H2g. (19)

By assuming a simple adsorption process for reactions (15) and (16) the GaN growth flux
is written

JGaN = PGaCl√
2πmGaClkT

exp

(
−εaGaCl

kT

)
θNGaCl

Ns
− PHCl√

2πmHClkT
exp

(
− εaHCl

kT

)
θNGa

Ns
.

(20)

The curves drawn in figures 3 and 4 for this combined mechanism, labelled GaCl2–HCl,
were computed with an apparent activation energy of the dechlorination reaction by GaCl into
GaCl2g , exceeding by only 1.49 kcal mol−1 the activation energy of the etching reaction by
HCl. This adding parameter was the only modification of the model parameters. The maximal
velocity is given by the same relation (9) as in the H2 mechanism with, in place of γ , a relative
supersaturation γmix given by

1 + γmix = (1 + γ )

√
mHCl

mGaCl

PGaCl√
kT PH2

√
zH2g

zHClg

zNGaCl

zNGa
exp

(
−1.49 × 103

1.9857T

)
(21)

where zi and zig are the partition functions of the adsorbed molecule i and of the vapour
molecule ig in a unit volume.

6. Discussion

The relation (21) shows the variation of the growth rate with the H2 and GaCl partial pressures.
The variation with the H2 partial pressure is governed by γmix , which cancels at 1330 sccm of H2

flow in our experimental conditions. The variation with the HCl partial pressure mainly comes
from γmix/(1 + γ ). The variation with temperature from the partition functions is illustrated
in figure 5, where the curves computed with the H2, GaCl3 and GaCl2–HCl mechanisms are
drawn as dashed lines as a function of 1/T , with 500 sccm of H2 and 20 sccm of additional HCl
flow. The γ value is negative at T > 1087 K. The prevailing mechanism, drawn as a full line, is
the H2 one at T < 1010 K and the GaCl2–HCl one over this value. The growth rate drastically
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Figure 5. In the experimental conditions reported in section 5 the theoretical results are drawn
in dashed curves for the GaCl3, H2 and GaCl2–HCl mechanisms. The prevailing mechanism,
GaCl2–HCl then H2 is drawn as a full curve. The dashed–dotted curve represents the theoretical
results obtained with only H2 in the main line; the only available mechanism is GaCl2-HCl. The
mass transfer is taken into account with wall–substrate distances of 1.5 cm.

drops at T = 1333 K at γmix = 0. The curve shows that a growth rate of 50–60 µm h−1 can be
obtained without any parasitic GaN deposition with central and substrate temperature values
of 1060 and 980 ◦C, in these experimental conditions. In our conditions where these values
were 1020–1040 and 980 ◦C we observed only a very slight parasitic GaN deposition. With
only hydrogen in the main line, 1980 sccm, the dashed–dotted curve of figure 5 represents the
growth rate variation with the reverse temperature. The prevailing mechanism is GaCl2–HCl.
The relative supersaturation of this mechanism, γmix cancels at T = 950 ◦C, while the γ
relative supersaturation is negative at T = 654 ◦C. The growth rate maximum of 90 µm h−1

is reached at 863 ◦C with a γmix value of about 25, which is too high to avoid parasitic GaN
deposition. At 895–890 ◦C the growth rate value is about 50 µm h−1 and the range of γmix
values, 4.1–5.6, ensures nucleation on sapphire and not on quartz. Therefore in hydrogen, a
growth rate of 50 µm h−1 can be obtained without any parasitic GaN deposition with central
and substrate temperature values of 950 and 895 ◦C. According to the theoretical curve 7 of
figure 1 a growth rate of 20 µm h−1 could be obtained without parasitic GaN deposition with
central and substrate zone temperatures of 915 and 855 ◦C.

The prevailing of the combined GaCl2–HCl mechanism over the GaCl2 one supposes
that the ratio between the etching flux by HCl and by GaCl2 is higher than one. According
to the curve drawn as a full line in figure 3 as a function of the H2 vapour concentration
this occurs at 95 sccm of H2 flow. This agreement with the experimental results can only
be obtained by considering that the partial pressure of GaCl2 is lowered to its heterogeneous
or homogeneous equilibrium value, depending on whether the first or the second value is the
smallest. Moreover the GaCl2 partial pressure input has to be less than 10% of its homogeneous
equilibrium value. That means (i) the GaCl2 produced is rapidly transformed in HCl and GaCl,
as supposed to compute the mass transfer, and (ii) the GaCl2 homogeneous decomposition is
much faster than its reverse reaction. This is in agreement with the fact that this species was
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not observed by Ban [3]. Without these hypothesis the pure GaCl2 mechanism would prevail
at negative γ values up to about 300 sccm of H2, in the experimental conditions of figure 3.
The agreement with the experimental results could not be obtained. Indeed the mass transfer
reduces the growth rate of the GaCl2 mechanism to a small value even by assuming that the
GaCl2 partial pressure is lowered to its homogeneous equilibrium value. We used the GaCl
diffusion coefficient in vapour to calculate this mass transfer, having no data on the GaCl2
molecule. The GaCl2 equilibrium pressures have been calculated with the thermodynamic
data of Chatillon et al [53] which are in better agreement with the mass spectrometry analysis
[3] than the thermodynamic data of Barin [54]. The last data lead to values about three orders
of magnitude higher than the first data.

The theoretical curve of the GaCl2–HCl mechanism, drawn as a function of the additional
HCl concentration input seems to drop at higher values than observed. At high additional
HCl flows the produced GaCl2 may be not totally decomposed down to its heterogeneous
equilibrium partial pressure. This hypothesis assumes that the decomposition rate is much
higher than the mass transfer. A slight enhancement of the GaCl2 partial pressure would lead
to a drop of the curve at lower additional HCl flow than observed on the theoretical GaCl2–HCl
curve, by increasing the GaCl2 etching over the HCl one.

7. Conclusion

The numerous measurements of the growth rate of exact and misoriented{001}GaAs substrates
by using the chloride method and the measures of Seifert et al [8] in He and H2 on 3◦ off
(00.1) GaN by HVPE, enabled us to model and understand the physics involved in the growth
processes. The GaN kinetics being about one order of magnitude higher than the GaAs
kinetics the mass transfer is larger for the first than the second system. Moreover the high
supersaturation usually imposed leads to an important parasitic GaN deposition before the
zone substrate that reduces and even can cancel the relative supersaturation. The method used
to understand and model the GaAs and GaN growth processes can be applied to other IIIN
compounds. The first requirements are to measure the growth rate in controlled conditions,
and to study the thermodynamic of the system.

The modelling of the results obtained in expected conditions of fast HCl etching explains
the physics involved in this process. It enables us to research, by computing, all the possibilities
of growth at rates of 50–100 µm h−1 and more, without GaN parasitic deposition, by setting
the central zone at higher and the substrate zone at lower temperatures so that the temperature
of γmix cancels. It is quite a new possibility to explore experimentally and by computing
the theoretical curves. In other systems the evidenced combined mechanism is also to be
researched.
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